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easyTV flex can offer you the freedom and convenience to watch the television shows that you want to 
watch – when you want to watch them. This guide is intended to provide you with a quick orientation of 
the easyTV feature set.

Please note that as you become more familiar with easyTV flex, you may discover that certain features 
and operations can be accessed in more than one way. For example via the on-screen menu, or by 
pressing a dedicated function key. Either way, we encourage you to do some exploring on your own to 
see what works best for you. Try different things, there’s no right or wrong, and you can’t break anything! 

General compatibility note: easyTV flex features will work with any and all of the channels that 
provide up-to-date EPG listings. Channels without EPG data are unfortunately not compatible.

Cloud DVR | Record your favorite shows
Different types of recordings are possible. For example, a live real-time recording of the show that you are 
currently watching, or a scheduled recording via the on-screen EPG. 

Real-Time Recording
To start recording the show that you are currently watching, simply press the remote’s red RECORD key. 
To stop, edit, or delete the recording, press the RECORD key again to display all of the available options.

Scheduled Recording
To record a program scheduled to air at a future time and date press the remote’s EPG key, select the 
desired program, press OK and then select Record. In the EPG you’ll notice that all of your scheduled 
recordings will be indicated with a record symbol next to its title.

Navigating the EPG: Scroll UP and DOWN to display different channels, scroll RIGHT to advance 
forward in the program timeline. 
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easyTV flex | Cloud DVR (continued)

Manage and view your recordings
All of your recordings and advanced DVR features is accessed in the main menu’s Recordings sec-
tion: press the remote’s MENU key and select Recordings. Select Schedules to view your upcoming 
or scheduled recordings; select Recordings to access your completed recordings which are now 
ready to watch. 

Watch a recording: select the recording from the list and press OK. Select Watch and press OK
Recording pause/play: press the yellow PAUSE key, press it again to resume watching
Stop watching: press the remote’s green STOP key
Resume playback: If you decide to stop watching a recording, your viewing progress is automati-
cally bookmarked so that you can resume watching right where you left off!

DVR capacity: 15 hours max.
Recording validity: 3 months
Fast forward/reverse: not available

Replay On Demand | Go back in time up to 7 days
To watch a previously aired program, simply navigate backwards in the 
EPG timeline to the desired show and press OK, then select Watch.

Navigating the EPG
Display EPG: press the EPG key
Change channels: UP / DOWN keys
Back / forward in time: LEFT / RIGHT keys

While watching
Pause playback: yellow PAUSE key
Stop playback: green STOP key
Forward/reverse: not available

Start Over | Restart a show from the beginning
To restart a live broadcast that is currently in progress from the beginning, 
press the INFO key and select Start Over. To return to the live broadcast, 
press the green STOP key.

Timeshift | Pause a live broadcast
Press the remote’s yellow PAUSE key to pause a live television 
broadcast, press PAUSE again to resume watching. Press the green 
STOP key to exit timeshift and return to the live broadcast.
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